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ABSTRACT
Underpinning method is used for strengthen the support system of structure. Due to lack of land, increasing population
and raising number of vehicle demand it is not easy to provide parking place for parking. So it is necessary to provide
parking place below the building. In this paper underpinning method is used for providing new basement storey to an
existing building. Comparing the response of structures i.e. before and after underpinning for ground motion excitation.
New basement storey is provided so soil condition is changed, hence for the applying actual soil condition using spring
constants for subgrade modulus replacing fix joint as foundation. Analyze both structures by Response Spectrum method
and make conclusion.
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INTRODUCTION
During the last years increasing needs for construction of multilevel basement, mainly intended to parking
space have raised all around the world. Excavations with vertical cuts that may go to depths of 12-15m
necessary for the construction of these basements, have required to perform shoring and underpinning works
of existing structures. Underpinning is a broad term to describe the process of modifying an existing
foundation by adding support. This can be done by several methods such as concrete caissons, piles or
grouting. Each one has its own advantages and disadvantages depending on the specific characteristics of the
Project.

Furthermore, existing buildings, like historical constructions, sometimes experience excessive settlement
under their design load or face the prospect of excessive settlement in the future if a change of building use is
required and increased foundation loading because of the change of the building use.

Various reasons may result in the need for underpinning. However in general, underpinning of a structure is
required:

i) To support a structure that is sinking of tilting due to poor soil or instability of superstructure

ii) As a safeguard against possible settlement of a structure when excavating close to or below its
foundation level

iii) To support a structure while making alterations to its foundations or main supporting members.
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Fig 1:Underpinned structure

Underpinning of a structure is required for the reasons above and, in addition:

i) To enable the foundations to de deepened for structural reasons, for example to construct a basement.

ii) To increase the width of a foundation to permit heavier loads to be carried, for example when
increasing the height of a building with new levels.

iii) To enable a building to be moved bodily to a new site.

LITERATURE
There are few works carried out by researcher, M J N Priestley (2000) had worked on performance

based seismic design, and an alternative approach based on designing to achieve a specified strain or drift
performance level under a specified seismic intensity has been developed.  He had shown that this is very
simple to apply and should result in uniform levels of seismic risk.  Significant differences in seismic
performance can be expected from structures designed to this approach when compared with conventional
force-based/displacement check approaches.  In particular, design for inclusion of foundation compliance, for
non-standard hysteretic characteristics, and for variation in seismic intensity are treated in a rational manner
not feasible with current procedures [1].

A.M. Mwafy, A.S. Elnashai (2001) worked on Static pushover versus dynamic collapse analysis of
RC buildings and The applicability and accuracy of inelastic static pushover analysis in predicting the seismic
response of RC buildings are investigated. Twelve RC buildings with various characteristics, incremental
dynamic analysis employing eight natural and artificial records, static pushover analysis using three lateral
load distributions and local and global limit state criteria are utilized [2].

ApurbaTribedi (2013) worked on correlation between soil bearing capacity and modulus of subgrade
reaction and gives method of determining modulus of subgrade reaction by alternative method not based on
laboratory test but based on design and analysis software such as SAFE and STAAD Foundation [3].
Brénousky J.S. Breeveld worked on modelling the interaction between structure and soil for shallow
foundations -a computational modelling approach and to develop a consistent way of modelling large concrete
slab foundations and optimize the interaction between structural and geotechnical engineers. The model
should take into account the interaction between structure and soil and should be able to yield correct, fast
(computational and modelling time) and useable results for the designer [4].

KadirGüler, Ahmet Sağlamer, ZekaiCelep, FerhatPakdamar (2004) worked on structural and
earthquake response analysis of the little hagiasofhia mosque and observations of the damages in the Little
Hagia Sophia Mosque reported. The analytical approach carried for the study of the structural condition of the
building is explained. The dynamic response of the structure is evaluated by using the three-dimensional
modelling of SAP 2000 finite element package. Free vibration response and modal parameters of the building
are obtained by assuming the fixed and elastically supported [5].
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From the literature review it is observed that the researches were done for find out the dynamic
response of structure by considering realistic foundation condition and performance based analysis. Therefore
the present work aims to study the Response of underpinned structure for addition of a basement storey by
ETABS software by realistic foundation consideration.

METHODOLOGY
First, the detail study will be made for the existing (B+G+9) structure and actual ground investigation

by Geo-technical consultants. Defining the appropriate method of underpinning for additional basement storey
(2B+G+9) structure. Model made in ETABs software for realistic soil condition of site by applying subgrade
modulus and analyse the model by Response Spectrum method. Then made another model for addition
basement storey in ETABs and apply new subgrade modulus for underpinned (new) foundation and analyse
the model by Time-history method. Compared the both structures and make conclusion.

ANALYTICAL PROGRAM
I. B+G+9 model (Before Underpinning)

The structure analysed in this study is a commercial building named MSN Lab. It is located in the
southern part of Hyderabad in India. The total perimeter of basement is 201.64 m, area is 2254.83 m2 and
storey height of basement is 3.25 m. Perimeter of typical floor is 147.10 m, area is 1133.95 m2 and height of
storey is 3.45 m. It consist of 9 typical stories. So height of building is 34.3 m.

Fig. 2: MSN LAB 3D View (Before Underpinning)

Fig. 3: MSN LAB Basement Floor Plan
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Fig. 4: MSN LAB Typical Floor Plan

II. Structural model
The commercial software package ETABs, is used for numerical analysis and design. Model consist

of various size of columns, beams, slab and shear walls. For columns and shear walls M30 grade concrete and
FE500 grade reinforcement steel is used. For Beams and slabs M20 grade concrete and FE500 grade
reinforcement steel is used. Due to it is a commercial building 4 KN/m2 Live load, and 2 KN/m2 Floor Finish
load is considered.

This structure is located in Hyderabad, so for Earthquake calculations, Seismic zone II is taken means
Z = 0.1. From the report by Geotechnical consultant soil is Hard rock, so Soil type is I. Importance factor (I) is
1 and Response reduction factor (R) is 5.

III. Subgrade Modulus
This term is measured and expressed as load intensity per unit of displacement. The coefficient of

subgrade reaction is expressed as

Ks = p/s,

Where, p = contact pressure intensity and s = soil settlement

As Terzaghi mentioned, proper estimation of contact pressure for a flexible foundation could be very
cumbersome, so it is assumed that Ks remains constant for the entire footing. In other words, the ratio between
pressure and settlement at all locations of a footing will remain constant. So the displacement diagram of a
footing with a load at center will have a dishing effect. A point at the center of the footing will experience the
highest displacement. Displacement reduces as it moves away from the center.

Fig. 5: Soil Pressure counter
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The displacement diagram shows a dishing effect as discussed earlier. Figure 5, shows the soil
pressure contour. It is also obvious that the pressure intensity at the center is maximum and reduces as the
elements (or node coordinates) move away from the center. So, it could be assumed that the ratio of pressure
intensity and settlement is constant.

Fig. 6: Deflection Diagram and Soil Pressure counter
Figure 6, shows a simple slab-on-grade foundation. It was modelled and analyzed in SAFE as “Mat”, which is
a flexible foundation; the soil was defined using coefficient of subgrade reaction. For this exercise, the
software default value for the modulus of subgrade reaction was used.

Consider some of the numbers from the same example. Soil pressure, corresponding displacement.
The points are represented on a diagonal to illustrate the variation of pressure and displacement as the points
move away from the center to the most distant point in the corner of the rectangular footing.

This is hardly a surprise as, by definition, the modulus of subgrade reaction (Ks) is a constant for the
entire footing and the program used Ks as its soil property. It is also important to note that the software default
Ks value was exactly the same as the constant ratio calculated. Base pressure was calculated from the support
reaction. One might think that the ratio of support reaction and corresponding displacement will also be a
constant.

First calculates the tributary area for each node of the footing and then multiplies the modulus of
subgrade reaction by the corresponding tributary area for each node to get the linear spring constant at each
node.

Kyi = Ks x Tai

Where,

Kyi is the spring constant at ith node

Tai is the influence area of ith node

Ks is the modulus of subgrade reaction For a concrete foundation analysis, those springs have to be
defined as compression- only, as concrete is assumed not to carry any tensile force. The base pressure is
calculated at each support node by dividing the support.

Fig. 7: Application on subgrade modulus on foundation by spring constant
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IV. 2B+G+9 Model (After Underpinning)
After underpinning a basement storey is added to existing structure. Now the total perimeter of

basement is 201.64 m, area is 2254.83 m2 and storey height of basement is 3.25 m having 2 stories. Perimeter
of typical floor is 147.10 m, area is 1133.95 m2 and height of storey is 3.45 m. It consist of 9 typical stories.
Now the total height of building become 37.55 m.

Fig. 8: MSN LAB 3D View (After Underpinning)

ANALYSIS PERFORMED
Dynamic analysis was performing on both structures by Response Spectrum method, and observed

the response on both structures. All loads are assigned to structure, including nonlinear response spectrum for
earthquake load.

RESULT

1. Base shear –

Fig. 9: Base Shear(Before Underpinning)
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Fig. 10: Base Shear(After Underpinning)

2. Maximum Storey Displacement–

Before Underpinning After Underpinning
Fig. 11:Maximum Storey Displacement

3. Maximum Storey Drift–

Before Underpinning After Underpinning
Fig. 12:Maximum Storey Drift
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CONCLUSION

 There are lots of methods for underpinning depending upon the site situation, Jet grouting method was
adopted for underpinning.

 Fig. 9 & 10, shows that, after underpinning Base shear is decreased by 32.26% & 114.34% in X & Y
direction respectively due to increase in stiffness of structure due to additional basement.

 Fig. 11 shows that, after underpinning Maximum Storey Displacement is increased by 20% & 30% in X
& Y direction respectively due to increase in height and weight of structure.

 Fig. 12 shows that, after underpinning Maximum Storey Drift is generally increased by 20% & 22.22% in
X & Y direction respectively due to addition of stiffness due to new basement.

 After Underpinning, By Virtual Work Method some sections need to strengthen.
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